“I would say I’m pro-choice. But these pictures are pretty mind-changing.” - Ethan, student at Otterbein University (Ohio)
When abortion victims are seen, opposition to abortion
increases. Abortion advocates know this. And so they
resort to mockery and violence to censor the victims.
Nowhere has this been seen more clearly this fall than at
Ohio University (Athens, OH). For years, pro-abortion
students on campus have brandished homemade signs to
oppose our message of human equality. Their failure to
halter our efforts led this fall to professional abortion
advocates from NARAL Pro-Choice Ohio joining the fray.
NARAL staff members showed students the way of
avoiding meaningful dialogue—Gabriel Mann,
Communications Manager of NARAL Pro-Choice Ohio told
Athens’s The Post, “We don’t condone engaging with
anti-abortion protesters at all”—while also trying to mock
the babies and our team.

A photo opportunity for abortion advocates with the “genderneutral uterus” was broken up by the arrival of our Truth Truck
emblazoned with pictures of aborted babies.

One NARAL member donned a large purple uterus
costume and told The New Political, “I want to bring this
gender-neutral uterus to the forefront of this protest,” leaving many scratching their heads. But while her message was at
best unintelligible, it was at worst an illustration of our position. For while her body was mostly hidden, it was clear there
was a person inside the uterus costume—ironically akin to babies hidden from view within their mothers’ bodies.

WE NEED YOUR HELP TO STAND AGAINST EFFORTS TO CENSOR PICTURES OF ABORTED BABIES. YOUR GIFT OF ANY SIZE
ENABLES OUR TEAM TO CONTINUE BOLDLY DEFENDING TRUTH AT HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE CAMPUSES.
But these silly efforts took a violent turn when a masked thug began beating the victims depicted on our signs with a club.
He’d emerged from the crowd of abortion advocates with mask and weapon to attack the babies with force reminiscent of
the violence with which they’d been initially dismembered. Our team immediately confronted him, halting his tirade. But he
held up his weapon in a clear threat of physical violence before disappearing back into the crowd and escaping.
Ohio University police are actively working
to identify the student. He will face charges
of criminal mischief and menacing.
We are not surprised when abortion
advocates display violent behavior. They
already praise killing behind closed doors of
abortion facilities. Love of hidden violence
eventually manifests itself publicly.
When we arrive on campus, lovers of
abortion-killing know they have everything
to lose. Their frenzied responses lead to self
Abortion advocates want pictures of the babies censored so badly they resort -parody and violence. This desperation
to violence. At Ohio University, one student donned a mask and used a club underscores the power of abortion victim
photography. They know what happens
to beat our signs and threaten our team. Watch: http://bit.ly/2cInOWD.
when the babies are seen: we win. That is
The police investigation is ongoing.
why they want so badly to stop our team.
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New Study Confirms Abortion
Pictures Work
Dr. Jacqueline Harvey, professor of political science
at Tarleton State University, has released the first
study on the impact of pro-life activism with abortion
victim photos. Analyzing data collected in the wake
of pro-life projects, she notes 67% of respondents
say victim photos cause them to feel more
negatively about abortion (see graph). While this
does not mean those individuals are now fully antiabortion, the study further shows negative feelings
correlate to supporting efforts to restrict abortion.
Dr. Harvey concludes, “[A]bortion victim imagery itself, regardless of presentation, is intrinsically effective at altering
previously positive perceptions on abortion and changing the culture.”
The Biblical commandment to expose fruitless deeds of darkness (Eph 5:11) provides the most vital mandate for our use
of victim imagery. Nevertheless, we are encouraged by this quantitative evidence of the effectiveness of our strategy.
WILL YOU HELP US PRINT LITERATURE TO CONTINUE THE FALL CAMPAIGN? $100 PROVIDES 1600 BROCHURES TO
DISTRIBUTE ON CAMPUS. $50 BUYS 800. $25 PURCHASES 400. $10 GIVES US 160 PIECES TO HAND OUT TO STUDENTS.

An Ohio University student sees the reality of abortion on our signs (left). Dozens of Fairfield Christian Academy high
school students joined our college outreach this fall (center). Jenna Fisher, president of Students for Life at Indiana
University, led her team in hosting Created Equal on their campus (right).
We see evidence of Dr. Harvey’s research every day. Encountering our display for the first time this fall, Columbus State
Community College student Will recently declared, “Oh, that’s a baby! I’ve never seen a picture like that.”
When Will saw the victims, how he felt about abortion changed. “I just thought it was a normal process,” he
confessed. “Now, I see the face and the arms. That’s sick.” He concluded, “That’s wrong as h***.”
TAKE ACTION: SHARE OUR VIDEO OF WILL’S CHANGED MIND ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER, AND MORE! GO TO
YOUTUBE.COM/CREATEDEQUALFILMS. LOOK FOR THE “COLLEGE OUTREACH” PLAYLIST.
Stories like Will’s demonstrate the effectiveness of abortion
victim photography. It was not the rhetoric of our team
which changed Will’s mind. God used the babies themselves
to stir Will’s conscience.
For the babies,

Mark Harrington, National Director, Created Equal
P.S.— Read Dr. Harvey’s entire report, “A Statistical Analysis
on the Effectiveness of Abortion Victim Photography on our
website: http://bit.ly/2dhU9RL.

Watch one student change his mind in 60 seconds after
seeing aborted babies! Video: http://bit.ly/2cyMdKV.

